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      An easy to access and thorough book which makes good links between social work theory and practice.
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      a good overall introduction to theory in social work practice
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      This text is very clear and is an excellent introduction to key aspects of theory for social work students.
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      Very informative text for students struggling to understand the meaning of integrating theory and practice.




  
          Ms Tina Eadie




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an excellent book that will be of use to those contemplating a career in social work through to those who are qualified and are supervising student social workers on placement.




  
          Mrs Stephanie Smith-Paul




              


    
      



 


 
      accesible introductory text for students to help them make sense of the types of theory drawn on within practice
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      The Book has been used for students undertaking AMHP training.
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      Excellent book on theory into practice. Ideal practice examples of case studies, reflection and research summaries. Accessible and clear for students across the degree programme. Recommended.
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      An interesting book covering a range of issues and debates with which students can readily engageg.
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      Found this extremely helpful in communicating ideas about theory in effecting ways with good examples.
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      Recommended for students hoping to go to Social Work, an easy to read book with lots of activities included




  
          Ms Jean Riding
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